
                 More Identifying Sentence Structures   ______________

Identify each of the following sentences as simple, compound, or 
complex.   Underline all dependent clauses.

The energetic boy ran around at the park, but his sister read a book 
under a tree.   ________________

The silly clown juggled colorful balls at the circus.  ______________

Because she felt excited about her new video game, Reagan jumped up 
and down while screaming.  __________________

After all the hard work the class had done, the teacher was happy 
with the good test results.     __________________

Although Mrs. Corbett didn't like fish, she had to teach about them 
during her science lesson.  ____________________

Dillan enjoys working on his science fair project, but he also likes to 
read.  __________________

Under the law in the state of Florida, drivers must use their turn 
signals when attempting to change lanes.    __________________

Randall ate pancakes, and Elliot ate a bowl of Cheerios.  
_____________

The dog ran around the yard, jumped over the fence, and barked at 
the surprised mailman.       _____________________

The boy with the red and blue shirt hit me!  __________________



               More Identifying Sentence Structures Answer Key

Identify each of the following sentences as simple, compound, or 
complex.   Underline all dependent clauses.

The energetic boy ran around at the park, but his sister read a book 
under a tree.      (compound)

The silly clown juggled colorful balls at the circus.     (simple)

Because she felt excited about her new video game,  Reagan jumped up
and down while screaming.        (complex)

After all the hard work the class had done, the teacher was happy 
with the good test results.         (complex)

Although Mrs. Corbett didn't like fish, she had to teach about them 
during her science lesson.             (complex)

Dillan enjoys working on his science fair project, but he also likes to 
read.                    (compound)

Under the law in the state of Florida, drivers must use their turn 
signals when attempting to change lanes.        (complex)

Randall ate pancakes, and Elliot ate a bowl of Cheerios.  (compound)

The dog ran around the yard, jumped over the fence, and barked at 
the surprised mailman.             (simple)

The boy with the red and blue shirt hit me!       (simple)


